
General Capabilities:
Literacy
Critical and creative thinking
Personal and social capability
Ethical Understanding

Story Overview
This story explores the concept of what makes a fish a fish through humorously 
incorrect statements that reveal similarities and differences as you discover the 
features that all fish share.

The quirky twist at the end expands this concept to other animals by raising the 
question; what makes a shark a shark and a jellyfish a jellyfish?

By showcasing unique features this story also leads into the concept of how living 
things are suited to the environment (habitat) in which they live. 

Curriculum Links: PP- Year2 - Science 
From Pre-Primary to Year 2, students learn that observations can be organised 
to reveal patterns, and that these patterns can be used to make predictions about 
phenomena.

Pre-Prinmary - Students observe and describe the behaviours and properties of living 
things. They engage in discussions about observations and represent ideas (ACSIS233) 
and at standard can suggest how the environment affects them and living things.

Year 1 - Students explore the properties of familiar objects (fish) identifying 
similarities and differences. At standard students describe the external features of 
living things (ACSSU017) and how different places meet the needs of living things 
(ACSSU211). 

Questions

Is it really a shark telling the 
story?

What is perception? How do we 
know if we are right or wrong? 

Why did the jellyfish get some 
things wrong? What observations 
could the jellyfish have made to 
come up with some of its ideas.

What makes us unique and what 
makes us the same? How do these 
differences relate to where we live 
or where our family comes from?

What role do the illustrations play 
in the story? How do they help 
the book achieve its aim? 

How does the way the story is 
read affect your understanding and 
enjoyment of the book?

Why is the word “But” important 
in this story?

Are there any topic specific words 
in this story or are they all 
everyday words? 
 

Curriculum Links- Kindy 
Belonging - Are all fish the same? Are we all the same? Discover and celebrate 
everyones similarities and differences to develop their sense of belonging.

Being - The story mentions sand, mud, water, air and slime - enable children to 
experience all these mediums through play. Can they describe how each one feels? 
What one is their favourite and why? What one would they build a house in? 
What would they need? Can you make a bubble big enough to sleep in?

Becoming - By exploring and learning about fish children begin to further understand 
the world around them.

Learning Links - What is a Fish?
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Activities 
This book is designed so students can have their 
own copy to practice writing in and complete the 
illustrations. 

The aim of this text is to explore diversity by 
showing the different features of fish and how they 
relate to the environment in which they live. Explore 
the concept of diversity further by having each 
student create a fish of their own using a variety of 
materials. What lead their design decisions? 
What features did they give their fish and why?

Block Printing
The illustrations in this book resemble block printing, 
experiment with this technique to create your own 
designs

Sensory Experience

Play with slime, sand, water and mud - what does 
each feel like? How do you think they are made?

Parrotfish Bubble Challenge
Can you make a bubble as big as you? Try different 
ingredients and record the results. What is the best 
recipe?   

Explore Movement
What ways of moving are mentioned in this book? 
Can you act these out? What are some other ways? 
Do all objects / animals move in the same way?

Breakfast Maths
Some fish have slime for breakfast! Collect data on 
what everyone in your class had for breakfast. Can 
this information be grouped into categories (eg cereal, 
toast). What was the most popular breakfast? How 
do you know? Can you draw this information in a 
diagram or on a graph? Do you think you would get 
the same results again tomorrow?

Curriculum Links- English 
PP - Students recognise that texts are made up of words and 
groups of words that make meaning (ACELA1434) and share 
feelings and thoughts about the events and characters in texts 
(ACELT1783)

Year 1 - Students understand that language is used in 
combination with other means of communication (ACELA1444) 
and explore different ways of expressing emotions (ACELA1787). 
They compare different kinds of images in narrative and 
informative texts and discuss how they contribute to meaning 
(ACELA1453)

Year 2 - Understand that simple connections can be made 
between ideas by using a compound sentence with two or more 
clauses usually linked by a coordinating conjunction (ACELA1467)

Learning Links - What is a Fish?
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Curriculum Links- Arts
Students explore natural and man-made materials (ACAVAM107) 
and are introduced to the visual elements of shape, colour, line 
and texture (ACAVAM106). Students investigate different tactile 
techniques, block printing, clay work or collage - when creating 
artwork (ACAVAM107).

Students explore how communicating messages and ideas can be 
used as inspiration to create artwork. Students are introduced 
to the concept of audience as they learn to present artwork that 
communicates messages and ideas to an audience. (ACAVAM108)

Students show appreciation of the choices made when creating 
and displaying artwork (ACAVAR109)

Note: 
This book contains - 55 High Frequency 
Words (the, and, a to, in I of, it, they, on, 
is, for, but, that, all, are, what, this, have, 
be, like, some, so, them, big, it’s, very, look, 
got, help, water, good, or, things, eat, has, yes, 
well, through, animals, need, that’s, fish, live, 
say, even, sleep, air, hot, hard, cold, plants)

CVC words: sit, but, hot,got, bit, met 
(plurals) - legs, fins.  
Topic specific words: cartilage, backbone. 
Compound words: underwater


